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WARNING: random thoughts ahead  
 
Some random thoughts on evolution. I find evolution interesting because it allows you to predict 
how things should be without the need to get off your chair to find out how things actually are.  

1. Introduction 
In this article I will not go into the (biological) details of evolution. I simply assume that 2 
phenomenon exist: mutation and selection.  I furthermore assume that given enough time evolution 
will be able to make almost anything happen (within the limits of physics of course, reason I mention 
this is that I believe that we should be careful not to attribute things to the randomness of evolution 
when in fact it might have a firm evolutionary reason other than randomness). I furthermore assume 
that the time it takes for certain changes to take place decreases as the importance of that change 
increases. 
 
You frequently hear people say: “evolution has given women wide hips so they can easily give birth” 
to which a nearby person always responds “it is actually more complicated than that” and starts to 
explain about mutation causing variation which combined with natural selection res… etc.  
 
Personally I consider evolution to be a type of optimization algorithms and humanizing evolution as 
in the statement above to be a pretty good summary and good tool to see patterns. In my opinion 
the people who state that “things are more complex than that” fail to see the bigger picture (or fail 
to be pragmatic). 
 
I find it interesting that evolution can do incredible things, it creates creatures that can fly, it creates 
incredible materials, weird creatures. So it can be considered a robust optimization algorithm with 
an incredible scope of possibilities . I mention this because I think we should be careful not to 
attribute things to the limits of evolution, when in fact it might have a firm evolutionary reason other 
than that evolution could not make it happen. 
 
But even more interesting in my opinion is that the scope of evolution also incorporates evolution 
itself. Creatures which have a too high mutation rate will have too many deformities and will have a 
selection-disadvantage, creatures with a too low mutation rate will fail to adapt to circumstances 
and be at a selection-disadvantage as well. Since the optimal mutation rate depends on 
circumstances (group size? speed of changing surroundings?) out current mutation rate compared to 
other animals can even be used as a thought experiment for insights in our history. 
 
Finally I find it very interesting to realize that our emotions actually are shaped by evolution as well. 
What is the evolutionary advantage of jealousy? What does it say that many people easily get 
jealous of another guy flirting with their spouse? In the last section I will look more deeply into 
happiness. For now, let us consider different ways evolution can work. 
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2. Different ways of evolution 
Aside from the obvious: 
 
2.1 Group evolution 
Let us consider 2 islands with elephants. On one island the elephants evolve into grumpy elephants 
(due to randomness) on the other island the elephants evolve into friendly and group oriented 
elephants. The island with the friendly elephants will see the elephant colony prosper whereas the 
grumpy elephants might die. 
 
So not only do individuals evolve, also whole species (or subgroups in species) evolve. This helps to 
explain why a soldier would jump on a grenade to save is his fellow soldier.  
 
2.2 Co-evolution 
Some eco-systems heavily rely on each other. Bees need flowers, and flowers need the bees. We 
need the bacteria in our gut, and they need us. Even viruses prefer not to kill their hosts, nor even 
handicap their host. For example HIV/AIDS is asymptomatic (no symptoms) in monkeys, probably 
because they evolved that way together. Humans do get serious symptoms of aids, probably 
because we’ve had insufficient time to adapt to the virus or vice versa as HIV has been in the human 
population for only 30 years or so. 
 
2.3 Evolution of ideas 
Although we tend to focus on the evolution of genes there is no problem in assuming an idea is a 
‘gene’ as well (only passed on during the first 10 years of life instead of at birth). An idea which is 
useful (scientific method) will favor the groups believing in it and will therefore make the idea more 
likely to survive, sometimes at the expense of other groups (native Americans? communism?). It is 
interesting to figure out what, for example, Christianity contributes to evolutionary fitness (I’m sure 
there is a lot). 
 
2.4 The complexity of life 
In the sections above we’ve seen that evolution can work on many different scopes (groups, eco-
systems, ideas). Although these might seem like separate cases there actually is an overarching point 
which can be made. It starts with the question: what is life? what is an organism?  
 
We tend to think of a single ant as a single organism. Fair enough. But why? A single ant cannot 
survive for long without the others. It is the complex interaction of all the ants together which is 
much more than sum of its parts. 
 
So what about the bacteria in your gut? Are they organisms? Many would say so. What about you? If 
we remove the organisms in your gut? Are you still an organism? If you answer is yes, we need to 
conclude that organisms can consist of other organisms. But than an ant hive might be an organism. 
 
If your answer is no… then is your left kidney an organism? Why not? Because it has no will of its 
own. But then plants would not be organisms either? 
 
My take on this is that our word for “organism” is, like many words, shaped by practical use and 
furthermore limits theoretical thinking. I think that for theoretical discourse it is more useful to think 
of life/organisms as complex systems and forget the barriers distinguishing some from others. 
Because in a certain sense they are all alike: an eco-system, a single ant, an ant hive, a single human, 
a group of humans, hell, even the whole of earth! We are to the earth what a single nerve cell is to 
the brain.  
 
Funny, èh . (If you agree you might like the book: “Complexity” by M. Mitchell which is about how 
many copies of a simple rule together results in fancy behavior  (like a swarm of birds) ).  
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2.5 Observation bias 
What if there are multiple parallel universes? Some aren’t viable for life and some are. We will only 
ever observe the ones which are viable. A similar law holds in a less dichotomous case where one 
universe is twice as healthy (twice the population) as the other…  in that case we are twice as likely 
to observe the healthy universe. 
 
So even in the absence of any evolution on earth, one would still expect a hand of god to have 
steered history in the right direction. 
 
If there exist multiple parallel universes that is . (I think Stephan Hawking, the Grand Design is an 
interesting read if you are interested in this.) 
 

3. Some implications from evolution 
What can we predict for our daily lives based on our understanding of evolution? 

3.1 Correlation between positive traits 
Are people who are more beautiful also more intelligent on average?  
 
Let us first agree that there is an evolutionary advantage for individuals who are good at spotting 
‘healthy’ partners with positive traits. Now let us assume that having sex with a partner (aside from 
the obvious evolutionary advantages) has certain disadvantages, for example: angry spouse, 
additional children to support, time lost, or whatever. People would therefore choose the most 
‘healthy’ partners they can instead of having sex at random. So healthy/‘high value’ people tend to 
end up with ‘high value’ partners. (we intuitively kind of understand this: we aren’t surprised when 
Brad Pitt dates Angelina Jolie even though a ‘random selection’ of partner for Brad would likely not  
result in an “Angelina”). 
 
Now let us assume that ‘high value’ is a combination of things (health, intelligence, strength, 
wisdom, persistence, etc.). It would make then still evolutionary sense if ‘high value’ people choose 
other ‘high value’ people and not that ‘healthy people’ choose ‘healthy people, nor that ‘wise 
people’ choose ‘wise people’. So a very smart person is more likely to marry someone who is 
beautiful and isn’t smart than to marry someone who isn’t beautiful and isn’t smart. 
 
If we finally assume that a child inherits the traits associated with ‘value’ than we can conclude that 
evolution tends to result in a diversification of ‘value’ in people. So that means that health and 
wisdom are correlated. 
 
Even though the effect might be small I would definitely expect that yes: beautiful people are more 
intelligent on average. This reasoning might provide a different explanation for the empirically 
observed relation between beauty and intelligence which can be found .  (search the literature! The 
common explanation is an halo-effect in combination with a self-fulfilling prophecy). 
 
Nice and controversial… just the way I like it :P. 
 
(addition: it turns out I wasn’t the first to invent this. There is a scientific paper discussing this in 
more detail: Kanazawa, S., & Kovar, J. L. (2004). Why beautiful people are more 

intelligent. Intelligence, 32(3), 227-243.) 
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3.2 Random upwards spiral 
Why do human females store fat in their breasts? 
 
There seems to be no need to, humans and some apes are the only species in which this observe, 
and if storing fat in your breasts would be useful why don’t men? Although there are many 
explanations ‘out there’, which I actually think are more plausible as well, I want to throw this 
question out there as introduce another interesting explanation. 
 
Let us assume that as humans we have certain traits (tit size, intelligence, gut size, symmetry of face, 
etc.), furthermore let us assume that these traits can vary on 2 dimensions: i. visibility (can others 
observe this?) ii. evolutionary advantage (are the beneficial to producing healthy offspring?). 
 
Now let us assume that an invisible usable trait (low visibility, high advantage), due to random 
mutation happens to correlate with something highly visible but unusable (high visibility, no 
advantage or even slight disadvantage) in females. So somewhere in history a very healthy female 
just happened to have huge breasts :P (this example is just food for thought, I actually think it is 
more likely if things happened more gradually).  It would then become evolutionary advantageous 
for men to see the visible usable trait as advantageous (men who like big tits). But if men like this 
then in turn it becomes advantageous for women to have breasts. Women who have this advantage 
have a better selection of males and hence a self-enforcing cycle is born where a random where a 
random chance occurrence perturbates to become something of value. 
 
Is this also why peacocks have these insane (and unusable) feathers? (to be honest: there are some 
other really good explanations ‘out there’). 
 
3.3 Happiness 
Evolution gives animals instinct: poop stinks, we don’t like cold and it hurts when someone kicks you 
in the balls. So why does evolution also endow humans with the ability to think? I think this is 
because instinct is great, but it is rather inflexible in changing circumstances. Thinking allows us to 
override our instinct and wade through a sewer of poop to escape a prison (The Shawshank 
Redemption, anyone?). But if we can override our instincts: how does evolution ensure humans use 
their thinking for evolutionary gain? How does evolution avoid us becoming armchair philosophers 
and die childless in our beds because: “life is just not worth it”? I believe that this is why evolution 
has endowed us with happiness and sadness: an abstract concept which gives direction and purpose 
to our thinking. I use happiness in a very wide sense here and we assume that people only strive to 
optimize this. 
 
So I invite you to think like evolution. How would you design happiness (as a replacement for 
instinct)? What would make people happy if you got to decide? (For computer scientists: so basically 
we’ve got the evolutionary optimization algorithm optimizing the individual happiness function 
which serves as a goal function for the independent thought of humans). A first thought might be to 
let people’s happiness be equal to their evolutionary fitness. This would perfectly align the 
happiness human feel, and the evolutionary advantage. If you take this to an extreme than the only 
thing humans would be happy about is having healthy and prosperous children. Sex wouldn’t even 
make you happy in this extreme case (people would still engage in sex though, because it might 
result in a child!). Poop wouldn’t stink anymore (but people would still avoid it, because it might 
make you sick which is bad for your children).  
 
This notion of happiness = fitness might seem laughable to you, but many people seem to behave as 
if they do believe this: they chase prosperity (big car!), power, safety, and other material things as if 
this will bring them happiness. 
 
It is easy to laugh away this notion and stop our thinking at this point. But I would like to persist: why 
doesn’t evolution work this way, even though it would theoretically be perfect (due to perfect 
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alignment of interests)? I think the main reason for this is that it would be hopelessly inefficient use 
of our brainpower to let humans think about all the consequences of every decision (if we even 
could). So rather than letting us have sex as a means to an end (happiness received only when we 
get children) evolution might have thought that it might be much easier to give humans some 
happiness when we have sex. A little shortcut if you like. (Another reason is that evolution works in a 
randomized, capricious way and it has no problem with a lot of exceptions and special cases). 
 
So, our happiness function is a bit of a mess (hell! some people even get depressed and kill 
themselves). This means there no longer is a perfect alignment between the interest of the human 
and evolution. Humans care only about happiness, and having healthy prosperous children is just a 
means to an end. Evolution does not care if we are happy, it cares only to let you have healthy 
prosperous children.  
 
This mismatch is actually great news for you and I! It means that even if you do not intend to have 
10 healthy prosperous children you can still be very happy. It means that we have the ability to 
‘hack’ our happiness. If we can find flaws in the happiness algorithm there is absolutely no reason 
we should be able to significantly improve our happiness above the level one might expect based on 
their evolutionary fitness. All we need to do is to figure out some shortcuts (like condoms?) and be 
happy. 
 
But unfortunately, evolution isn’t so easily fooled. Any easy tricks anybody could do to exploit the 
mess of the happiness function would have been fixed be evolution. One example I think is 
hedonistic adaptation: the psychological name for people getting used to their circumstances. 
Happiness seems largely to depend on the change in circumstances (Mathematicians: happiness = 
material wealth’) rather than the absolute quality of your circumstances. So someone winning the 
lottery might be really happy in the beginning, but happiness quickly returns to the original level. 
 
So if we want to fool evolution we need to do it in a way which differs from what (a lot) of people 
have done before us. What is your difference you exploit? Perhaps this article will make you think 
differently about happiness? Perhaps you have more willpower than others do? Perhaps you find a 
way to exploit our current modern society (evolution definitely hasn’t caught up to this yet ). 
 
I haven’t followed this reasoning to its end yet, so I’ll stop here. But there are a couple of closing 
remarks I want to leave you with. 
 
i. Why do we need willpower? Why isn’t our willpower infinite? Why can some people not resist 
another cookie even though they are already over 300 pounds? (is this another way for evolution to 
avoid people hacking the happiness function?) 
ii. You don’t necessarily need to hack the happiness function. Finding out what it looks like for you 
might leverage your common interests with evolution (Sonja Lyubomirsky: the how of happiness is a 
book I like on this subject). Basically, having good friends and a pleasant social life seems to be a key 
ingredient in the happiness function of all 
iii. If happiness steers thinking, then does less thinking require less steering, and does this imply that 
‘stupid’ animals have less feeling? I do think this holds for ants (depressed ant, anyone?) but I’m not 
so sure if this holds for larger animals as well. 

4. The End 
Feedback! Let me know: feedback@elivian.nl. Everything is welcome and it helps me improve these 

(and future) articles. 

 
 


